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Release Note for Vigor2710 Series 
 

Firmware Version: 3.3.0 
Built Date: August 05, 2009 

Applied Models:  
Vigor2710, Vigor2710n, Vigor2710Vn, Vigor2710VDn 

 

 
 File and Modem Code 

    (1)For Annex A Model, 
 " v2710_a_330" is used for modem code 211801. (Standard) 
 " v2710_a1_330" is used for modem code 211011.  
 " v2710_a2_330" is used for modem code 2121501.  
 " v2710_a3_330" is used for modem code 2211201.  

    (2)For Annex B Model, 
 " v2710_b_330" is used for modem code 2111112. (Standard)  
 " v2710_b1_330" is used for modem code 2111302.  
 " v2710_b2_330" is used for modem code 2121302.  
 " v2710_b4_330" is used for modem code 214702.  
 " v2710_b5_330" is used for modem code 2111312. 
 " v2710_b6_330" is used for modem code 215202. 

New Features  

 Support DECT feature for Vigor2710VDn 
 Support 3G backup feature (not applicable to users in UK) 
 Upgrade VoIP driver for improvement. 
 Add/modify signatures to block new version PPStream. 
 Add/modify signatures to block new version UUSee. 
 Add syslog when packets dropped by QoS. 
 Add QoS telnet command. 
 Add telnet command to receive illegal ARP REPLY packet (Ethernet source address 

doesn't match ARP sender address). 
 Add SIP Account setting item in user mode. 
 Add "Select All" button in IM object page, P2P Object page, Protocol Object page, Misc 

Object page. 
 Add "Loop Through To PSTN" in VoIP Status on WUI. 
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Improvement 
 Corrected: Got error message while running firmware upgrade on Firefox 3.0.3. 
 Corrected: Meet connection problem while running P2P service & enabling session limit. 
 Change Wireless MAC Address to upper case on WUI. 
 Corrected: DDNS send request error. 
 Corrected: DDNS Auto-Update interval value can't be cleared or set to factory default 

value. 
 Corrected: A problem of DHCP MaxAddress Provision for TR069. 
 Corrected: A problem of ProvisionKeepParameter crash for TR069. 
 Corrected: Set WPS client's default MAC address as 00-00-00-00-00-00 to avoid WUI 

display error. 
 Corrected: QoS queue may stop to process packets. 
 Corrected: CPA query timeout problem will be occurred while DMZ host enabled. 
 Corrected: Lose 'G.DMT' item in PPPoE / PPPoA>>DSL Modem Settings. 
 Corrected: DMZ alert problem happened on WUI. 
 Corrected: WAN IP Alias cannot be cleared on WUI. 
 Corrected: 'Schedule' relatively contents is hidden in user mode. 
 Corrected: Display error for WCF LED. 
 Corrected: WLAN Advanced Setting\WMM Configuration is hidden in user mode. 
 Corrected: Auto-detect function submit error "404 Not Found" in Quick Start Wizard. 
 Corrected: Can't clear old configuration when upgrade *.RST firmware by WUI Firmware 

Upgrade page. 
 Corrected: SSID can't set " " word problem.  
 Corrected: Login problem with IE8. 
 Corrected: IKE phase 1 proposals are incomplete. 
 Corrected: PPTP WAN connection cannot dial out because of sending GRE encapsulated 

TCP packet to server. 
 Corrected: When PPTP WAN connection established, the router can not access LAN that 

it belong to. 
 Corrected: Wireless clients can access Web UI in isolated LAN mode when they use 2nd 

subnet IP or changed HTTP, HTTPs, SSH, TELNET, FTP port. 
 Corrected: DTMF tone has a loud voice when automatically redials to PSTN line.  
 Corrected: Display problem for the ring port configured in VoIP>>SIP Account.  
 Corrected: Only one phone can loop through to PSTN at the same time for FXS software 

relay and hardware relay. 
 Corrected: No difference found when selecting a new ring pattern. 
 Corrected: Can't register multiple SIP accounts on VoIP page for some ISP. 
 Corrected: Display error for VoIP LEDs (Phone 1 and Phone 2) in some situations. 
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Known Issue 

 None 

Notes 

Modifications 

 None 
 


